The books and essays whose titles are quoted above have, we think, an interest beyond the results with which they are more immediately concerned. We cannot hide from ourselves that our knowledge of the diseases of the central nervous system has until quite recently been of a very meagre sort, and we may add that our method has been unworthy even of our knowledge. It was naturally to be expected that the diseases of the most complex and inaccessible parts of the body should be the last to benefit by the more vigorous and more philosophical mode of investigation which within the last few years may be said to have changed the face of the medical art. On the other baud, we may well be cheered if we see that by active inquiry and a progressive method we are beginning to make Way into the most secret places. It is in the description of the functions and of the disorders of the brain that what has been called the metaphysical habit of thought most tenaciously holds its ground.
Where the order of phenomena is most complex and observation most difficult, there our theories most readily escape the test of experiment. Unchecked by direct reference to nature, theories which have a fair aspect, and which are symmetrical and definite, there continue to command assent although elsewhere discredited. No one would indeed now dream of referring the functions of the liver or of the heart to an immaterial principle residing in or about these organs, yet many persons still cling to the opinion that the functions of the brain are something more than the movements and the relations of the cerebral tissues. Hence, they not unnaturally refer diseases of the brain to something more than the abnormal movements of these tissues.
We are tempted, for instance, to give a reality to such a disease as epilepsy apart from the phenomena in which we say that it is seen. We are led to forget that molecular equilibrium may be disturbed to a greater or less degree in the brain as in any other aggregate ; and instead of tracing out deviations from health, we satisfy ourselves with naming the morbid state as we see it in its fullest development, and having named it we try to hope that it is explained. We thus begin more or less con- sciously to use such a word as epilepsy in the sense of a principle of causation, and to forget that it is merely a name given to a more or less uncertain group of irregular movements. Even in Reviews.
[Jan., the If there be such a thing as " apoplectiform congestion," it is possible that a study ot the circulation of the eye may be of great value in such cases. This subject is scarcely ripe enough for discussion.
Reviews.
[Jau., coexistence of retinal and cerebral apoplexy is often seen in company with the small rough kidney. In these cases the two apoplexies are of like causation, and probably depend upon like degenerations of the walls of the blood-vessels, their concurrencc in time being probably quite accidcntal.
Under the head of encephalitis we include those obscure intra- 
